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Abstract 

Mobile shipments have surpassed those of the PC and today and there are more mobile phones subscription compare 
to people. Enterprise are considering realising the benefit of mobile technology, however complexity is still a major 
impedance of adaptation. Maturity Models reduces complexity by allowing enterprise to assess their currents state 
and plan a transition to a clearly defined future state. The paper proposes a holistic Mobile Maturity Model based on 
the Mobile Holistic Enterprise Transformation Framework ‘MHETF’, and outline the components of Mobil Enterprise 
and suggest the levels of maturity for each. The proposed maturity model can allow for initial assessment of mobile 
transformation, and the benefit of utilising MHETF is to transform the vison into the implementation plan for 
transformation. 
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1. Introduction 

According to the International Telecommunication Union (United Nations), fixed telephone lines continued to 
decline while mobile subscriptions are expected to rise to seven billion subscription by the End of 2014 including 
three billion mobile broadband users 1. Mobile phones are even more popular in poorer countries ‘Africa is the fastest-
growing mobile market in the world, and is the biggest after Asia’ 2. Mobile applications and services are more than 
an extension of the electronic services. It also offers freedom of movement, reachability and personalisation resulting 
in the emergence of new businesses, powered by the advances in infrastructure and software, mobile technology and 
introduces new features to business 3.  
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Mobile services have been widely adopted by governments and businesses, from upstream users: employees (of 
stakeholders, partners or suppliers) to downstream users: customers and clients, starting from the simple use of 
mobilised teams networking through voice calls and the use of short message servicing for marketing or awareness 
campaigns. Eventually allowing the user to fully access e-services through smart phones creating a fast growing 
market that is generating considerable revenue to mobile OS owners and applications developers.  

Many enterprises are spending more money to adopt the use of mobile technology with less value in return 4. 
The challenging issue is not that companies are without a mobile strategy; the probability is that they have several 
well-received mobile applications. Rather, companies do not have the effective mobile road map to enable the 
realisation of where their company is and what is the target in a designated time and budget 5. A survey of mobile 
adoption by ‘AIIM’ found that 67% of respondents consider mobile technologies to be important, about 45% estimate 
an improvement in productivity by 33% if mobile applications are connected to the back office, with an increase in 
speed of responses by 3 to 4 times. However less than 25% have made progress toward mobile-enabled business 
processes 4 . 

Capabilities Maturity models are used as a specific class of ‘objects’ and application to assess and an enterprise 
as is situation to guide improvement initiatives in the future phases 6. Maturity Models reduce complexity and allows 
for benchmarking and better decision-making and direction setting toward a clear end goal. This paper adapts the 
MHETF framework to draw the end goal, reviewed exiting mobile maturity models, and proposes a holistic mobile 
maturity model 7. The paper is organised as follows: Section II presents the concept of mobile enterprise as derived 
from the current smartphone based mobile trend. Section III reviews and assess existing models. Section IV presents 
MHETF framework. Section V presents the proposed Holistic Mobile Maturity Model and the final section concludes 
the paper and presents the planned future work for the proposed model. 

2. Mobile Enterprise 

Research has revealed that 23% of all online retail sales in the second quarter of 2013 came from mobile devices 8. 
Social platforms and the marketers that use them to engage consumers will clearly need to adopt a Mobile First strategy 
9.  The capabilities of the modern Smart phones are at the core of IT consumerisation and the trend to mobile services 
[Figure 1]. Many employees have smart phones and expect the enterprise to allow them to use them. It is critical to 
extend enterprise applications to mobile devices. Employees using mobile applications expect the same functionality, 
information and behaviour as applications on stationary platforms 10. 

Enterprises are keen to adopt mobility and extend their services to consumers’ smart phones. Simplicity and ease 
of use, low cost and high productivity of mobile technology have raised the bar for the quality of electronic services. 
Enterprises are keen to provide context aware services to the mobile, with engagement and intelligence, creating the 
apps for individuals at their moments of need, and managing and securing mobile application, devices and networks 
11.   

According to Accenture’s ‘Mobile-Web-Watch 2012’ survey, 20% of all smartphone mobile usage is of a business 
nature 12. IDC believes that by 2016, employee-owned smart phones, tablets and PCs in the workplace will grow from 
2 billion to more than 5.25 billion 13. Based on the categorisation of mobile services of business to enterprise (B2E) 
and business to consumer (B2C), Table 1 shows the values identified by Nicol (2013). 

 
Table 1.  Values Of B2E And B2C Mobile Services [11] 

Business to Enterprise Business to Consumer 
Increase worker productivity Increase quality of service. 
Increase revenue Improve customer satisfaction. 

Extend existing applications. Deepen customer engagement and 
loyalty 

Reduce fuel, gas, or fleet maintenance 
costs 

Drive increased sales through 
personalised offers 

Increase employee responsiveness and 
Decision-making. Increase competitive differentiation 

Resolve internal IT issues Improve brand perception. 
Reduce expenses Understand customer behaviour 
Attract and retain talent. Reduce cost of delivery 
Improve work life balance Use new value-added services 
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Mobile technology has the potential to transform enterprises, empower employees and enable customers to get the 
correct information where and when required. Decisions can be made immediately, whether using real time 
dashboards, video monitoring or other intelligent systems which analyse situations using factors such as location, time 
and other standard- or customised-sensors and that present the information accordingly 14. Mobile technology offers 
business transformations through applications and high-speed connectivity to employees, vendors, customers and other 
enterprises, impacting a wider array of business processes than ever before and generating new mobile business models 
15. 

Mobile technology increases the productivity and efficiency, since smart mobile devices eliminate the avoidance 
of media breaks between the real and the digital worlds, causing less human interaction and less human errors, which 
reduce costs. This is made possible by devices being able to provide data about their current and past content 16. 
Organizations that are both prioritising mobile technology initiatives and implementing a mobile strategy across the 
company are in control of their end users’ use of mobile devices, applications and company data while enabling 
increased productivity 13. Enterprises are keen to adopt new technologies to improve efficiency and reduce cost, but, 
based on return on investment analysis (ROI), they differ in the level of adoption of these technologies 11. 

3. Mobile Maturity Models (MMM) 

Mobile maturity models show different levels of maturity of mobile adoption.  Bench marking has suggested the 
optimal phase and future state transformation. Although, these maturity models are being suggested to help enterprise 
realise where they are at and help them transition to a mobile enterprise. 

 However, they have considered mobile service from different perspectives and some are more inclusive than others. 
A common description of the mobile enterprise is Anytime, anywhere enabled services providing new channels 15. 
The reviewed Mobile Maturity Models can be classified into three categories: 

Fig 1. The Relation Between Mobile Characteristics and The Derived Targeted Mobile Services Capabilities 
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3.1. MMM from a strategic perspective 

Considering the development environment of mobile software and solutions, Song & Anderson (2013) suggested a 
clear description of the development environment and the expected outcomes of the maturity stages17. Mobile 
enterprise should be designed to enable mobility solutions to drives and sustains competitive advantages. By enabling 
employees, suppliers and distributors with an agile end-to-end mobile application lifecycle strategy to be deployed 
and mobile development to be integrated into application development. A similar strategic maturity model developed 
by Oosten suggests the end goal is to have an Organisation-wide strategy focuses on mobile, integrated platform 
capabilities, and ubiquitous connectivity. They will have a policy-driven and 'factory' approach to mobile innovation 
18. IBM’s popular Mobile Infrastructure Maturity Model ‘MIMM’ complements both maturity models with a mobile 
strategy maturity perspective, as the end goal of mobile strategy is to provide an enterprise-wide strategic approach to 
IT infrastructure, in addition to a large number of cross organisation; integrated mobility technology initiatives 
underway 13. 

3.2. MMM from Mobile capabilities perspectives 

Other maturity models focus on the capabilities offered to an enterprise and considers an enterprise more mature as 
they utilise more capabilities. An example of that is mobile enterprise is ‘BPTrends’ maturity models which describes 
the end goal as having fully managed devices with enterprise workflow, enforced mobile policies, strategy drives 
roadmap; and mobility enable processes innovation 19.  

The Ektron’s Model, where the end goal is leveraging devices’ capabilities, such as touch centric and extensively 
uses HTML5 20.  

 

3.1. MMM Based on generic Information Systems (IS) maturity models: 

Technology enabled enterprise change is a concern for many when adopting new technology, although mobile is 
been labelled as the most disruptive technology 21. Consequently, some generic framework can be used in the case of 
mobile technology and vice versa. An example is the description of the optimal maturity phase by 22 as ‘Completely 

Table 2. Transitions of Current Mobile Maturity Models 
 

 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 

Song and Anderson 
(2013) Ad Hoc Opportunistic Repeatable Managed Optimised 

IBMMobileFirst 
(2013) Evaluators Piloters Experimenters Mobile Technology Leaders 

Oosten (2014) Opportunistic Strategic Mobile-First 

Paradkar et al., (2012) Mobile 
Zero Mobile Aware Mobile Enabled Mobile Enterprise 

Ektron (2013) Forget it Focus Friendly Mobile First 

PwC Advisory (2007) Discovery Silos Integration Transformation Enterprise 
mobility 

Basole (2005) Mobilization Enhancement Reshipment Redefinition 

Unhelkar, (2009) Ad-Hoc State Preliminary 
State Advanced State Managed 

State 
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transformed and matured business with mobile technologies and applications playing a major part in all aspects of the 
business’ in addition to having an organizational structures change, flexibility, economic dimension in focus, and 
environmentally responsible adoption. The description is generic, and can describe other technologies and capabilities 
adoption as well. Another example is the Mobile Transformation Stages Model by Basole, (2005), the model suggest 
that the optimal phase is when mobile has to Redefine Industries and Markets 23. Table 2 shows the phases for each of 
the maturity models discussed, with an attempt to align the phases to 17 in order to give perspective of the way each 
model envisions the transitions to the Mobile Enterprise. 

Although these maturity models outlined in Table 2 are different, they are not contradictory. They differ in their 
perspective of the optimal phase of mobile adoption, and the way enterprise are transitioning to that phase. However, 
if combined they offer a rich maturity model that cover most aspects required to establish a clear road map to mobility. 
Section 4 presents a Mobile Holistic Enterprise Transformation Framework “MHETF” that aims to create a future 
vison of mobile transformation, if implemented enterprise wide, the implementation plan should produce a mobile 
enterprise 7. 

4. Mobile adoption Framework 

The framework taxonomies the mobile capabilities and matches them to the enterprise goals and business 
capabilities, It was developed to be holistic and independent of  technology and field of application 7. The Mobile 
Holistic Enterprise Transformation Framework MHETF allows the current state to be clearly mapped as well as the 
future state of mobile transformation. It facilitates for a better decision-making and direction setting for mobile 
transformation. Although there a number of other mobile adoption framework. MHETF [Figure 2] is a holistic 
framework that is used to map the future state of the enterprise, and in this paper, it is extended to map the optimal 
future state of an enterprise, which is a considerable advantage as the same framework could be used to produce the 
implementation. This will further reduce the complexity of mobile adoption which is reported as one of the three 
factors impeding enterprise from implementing mobile solutions 24, and provide a unified language, for easier 
communication and reduce the cognitive load, time and cost. 

5. Proposed Model 

Transitioning to a mobile enterprise differ the based on the perspective of the maturity model, which translate to 
different levels and label of maturity [Table 2]. Although, most of them have similar levels, the proposed maturity 
model follows the 4 phases of: Mobile Void, Mobile Aware, Mobile Enabled, and Mobile Enterprise 25. Based on the 
reviewed maturity models and the review of mobile initiatives from 10 case studies across the fields of education, 

 
Fig 2. The “MHETF” Framework [after Alqahtani, Atkins & Stanier 2015] 
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health, tourism and banking. Figure 3 presents the future optimal phase of a mobile enterprise as envisioned by the 
MHETF framework [Figure 2]. The objectives section ‘top section’ of the framework including (Increase Productivity, 
Increase customer Satisfaction, Improve Processes, New Opportunities) is used to assess the expected value of the 
mobile transition, the solutions section ‘bottom section’ presents the requirements for those solutions to be implemented 
and executed successfully. Figure 3 highlights the transitions throughout maturity phases into achieving the targeted 
mobile capabilities successfully, which are outlined as follows: 

• Mobile Void; No mobile implementations. Mobile might have been considered without actual steps been taken. 

• Mobile Aware; Targeted capabilities implemented, in the form of mobile applications, as an extension of existing 
electronic services. Without the establishing business capabilities and the targeted objectives or any separate, 
strategic effort for mobile services. 

• Mobile Enabled; High-level mobile strategy, policies and guidelines. A limited number of mobile initiatives, to 
respond to business needs. e.g. ‘the utilization of MHETF framework to transform a number of initiatives’. 

• Mobile Enterprise; In an effort for an enterprise-wide transformation to mobile enterprise where objectives are 
aligned with the enterprise wide goals and objectives, standardized approach to mobility, enforced policies and 
integrated services platform. e.g. ‘The use of MHETF in conjunction with an Enterprise Architecture framework. 

 

Table 3 illustrates how the main components of mobile transition develop over time, for easier bench marking and 
goals setting. Beside the benefit of bench marking and realising the current state of an enterprise, MHETF can be used 
to design the end state of each transition for every planned and operational electronic service. In addition to producing 
the implementation road map of mobile transformation. Transformation can be done through a number of transitions 
with the optimal goal of mobilising the enterprise, where mobile is considered first in future investments. 

Business aligned 
Productivity objectives and 
policies. 
Reuses services. 

Satisfaction objectives and 
policies alignment 
User centric developed 
applications 

Mobile enabled 
processes 

Enterprise wide use of lessons 
learned. 
 regular mobile solution evaluation 
against desired value, and challenges 

  

User experience 
standards. 
Back End Integration 

Integrated Applications 
Management platform 
Performance and security 
Policies alignment 

Integrated Devices 
Management platform 
Infrastructure and security 
Policies alignment 

User experience 
standards. 
Back End Integration 

Fig 3: Mobile Enterprise Maturity Model 
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6. Conclusion 

The paper presents the concept and values of mobile enterprise, and highlights how it can change and disrupt 
enterprises. Although many enterprises are keen to adopt mobile, many are hesitant for cost, security and complexity 
reasons. The paper reviewed and classified the existing Mobile Maturity Models, and propose a holistic model based 
on the MHETF framework. The models can be regarded as an extension to the framework; it complements it with a 
maturity model that supports maximum utilisation. In turn, as MHETF aims to crate the future state of mobility for an 
enterprise, it provided clear organisation of the proposed maturity model in a way that is inclusive and holistic, in an 
encompassing picture of the components and relation of mobile transformation.  

The model was developed based on an extensive literature review including the review of multiple case studies 
from different sectors including health, education, tourism and banking for initial validation. Future work includes 
further evaluating the of the proposed Maturity Model [Figure 3] using actual case studies from commercial 
applications in Saudi Arabia. We propose to use focus groups and to further validate the usefulness of the Model from 
case study stakeholders. 
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